


The figures don’t lie?

"One can't say that figures lie. But figures, as used in financial

arguments, seem to have the bad habit of expressing a small part

of the truth forcibly, and neglecting the other part, as do some

people we know.”people we know.”

Fred Schwed, Author Where Are the Customer's Yachts?
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Agenda

� Key valuation methodology for businesses

� CFO interaction with investors (The great CFO)� CFO interaction with investors (The great CFO)

� Earnings quality and its importance to the 

investor



valuation
Relative valuation

Equity valuation

- P/E multiples

Enterprise valuations

Absolute valuation

Equity valuation

- Free Cash Flow to Firm (FCFF)

Enterprise valuation

Valuation principles

- EV/EBIDTA Multiple

- EV/Sales Multiple

- Dividend Discount Model (DDM)

- Free Cash flow to equity



Valuation principles (cont)

FCFF (Free cash 

Cash flow measures

Dividend growth 
– PV of expected 

dividends  

FCFE (Free cash 
flow to equity) is 
the cash flow 

available after all 
obligations to 
other investors 

has been met.

FCFF (Free cash 
flow the firm) is 

cash available to 
companies 
suppliers of 

capital after all 
operating 

expenses and 
and investments 
in working capital 
has been made.



Relative valuations 

Select and calculate the 
multiple (P/E).

Select the benchmark 
asset(s) and calculate 
the mean or median 
P/E. The result is the 

Comparing P/E of a 
company to the 

benchmark . 

Concluding on the 
valuation  results

multiple (P/E).
the mean or median 
P/E. The result is the 
benchmark value of 

the multiple.



Telling the story 

� Inherently the assumptions may be flawed:

� Valuations may miss the intrinsic underlying values inherent in the business due 
errors in valuation methodology or assumptions

� Estimated growth is prone to error of calculation due to error in estimating � Estimated growth is prone to error of calculation due to error in estimating 
industry or macroeconomic growth and the performance of the stock being 
measured

� Analysts rely on information gathered from other sources, including 
management guidance to develop their valuation assumptions

� The valuation is underpinned by an investment story which the analysts 
need to understand

� The role of the CFO is to assist in selling the investment story through the 
financial performance on the business and painting the strategic vision.



Why is the market undervaluing our stock

� We provide a lot of information in our disclosures—why

don’t our investors understand us?

� We’re meeting earnings expectations—why is our share� We’re meeting earnings expectations—why is our share

price not moving?

� How do we make our stakeholders understand our

strategic intent and how we are going to deliver value to

shareholders?



Reporting sources most likely to affect the decision to 
invest?

Dialogue with the investor relations 

Press release 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Discussion with CEO and CFO

Intergrated report

Annual report

Dialogue with the investor relations 

team

Source www.globalreporting.org



The great CFO! 

Great CFOs see themselves as teachers. They have a deep understanding of the
business. They think like investors. They are viewed as key players strategically as well
as operationally. They take charge of their relationships with investors. They are
confident but not arrogant. There is no spin to how they present the company. And
they are hallmarks of trust.

There are some CFOs who I’d say are really good at being a ‘CFO, but there are other
guys who I feel are much more integrated into operations and strategies.

That’s not at all what the guy was really asking!" The really bad CFOs don’t even get
the gist of it. The smart investor asks a question, but really has another question in
mind, and the smart CFOs get it. This may be because they understand the business so
well, so they understand where the investor is really going with the question.

The most important thing that the CFO needs to know, and that I as an investor need
to know, is that he or she has the full trust of the CEO.

Source: www.gakraut.com/articles/WhatMakesAGreatCFO.pdf



The great CFO? (Cont…)

It’s important for the CFO to reconcile the accounting with the economics of the
business for investors. Whether the accounting is reflective of the underlying
economics of the business or not, accounting doesn’t always explain how the
world works. The CFO needs to be able to actively position the company and
describe how the company views both the accounting and the economics.

I guess I would just say in closing, never underestimate the importance of theI guess I would just say in closing, never underestimate the importance of the
public role and visibility of the CFO. At the end of the day, it really comes down
to trust and belief.

If I was giving advice to a newly appointed CFO, I would tell him to be
consistent. For example, if he chooses to provide forecasts, he has now trapped
himself into always providing forecasts because the first time that he deviates
from that norm, people are going to suspect that there is something wrong.
Before you do something for the first time, just remember you are married to this
policy because once you change it, the inference that everyone is going to
draw will be negative.

It all comes down to having the right data and tools to make the decisions. The
CFO’s job is to make sure that they are getting that, and keep getting it. Doing
that on a divisional basis is part of that. Execution is how you organize the
business along function lines, regional lines, and product lines.



Mr Price – Analyst Feedback

Mr Price Group was awarded Best Company Presentation to the Investment 

Analyst Society 2011 (market capitalization R5-bn to R20-bn). If you voted in 

favour of Mr Price Group, kindly provide details motivating your decision? 

� The presentation is relaxed and informal and the presenters comfortable and 

knowledgeable about their company and the time does not drag at all. 



Expectations of investors

� Traditional channels, such as the annual report, may no longer

be enough to satisfy the increasingly time-sensitive needs of

investors.

� Investors expect:

� Provision of more granular information about the prospects for rapid-

growth.

� More narrative reporting that explains how the business intends to

create value and provide greater clarity on key risks.

� More information on companies’ internal controls and risk

management programs, as well as the existence and quality of

assets



The importance of earnings in investment 
analysis 

Earnings give a clearer picture of what has been achieved by management and

provide, importantly, a basis for forecasting the future.

Investment professionals tell us they place great importance on earnings. TheyInvestment professionals tell us they place great importance on earnings. They

say the earnings figure helps them to make their assessments of how successful

management has been in creating value. It also helps them to predict potential

future growth.



Types and frequency of earnings manipulation

Overstated PPE

Mistated accrued liabilities 

Overstated security valuation

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Overstated revenue and accounts receivable

Understated expenses

Overstated inventory and cost of goods sold

Overstated PPE



The greater the degree of discretion in an accrual, the greater the 
opportunity for earnings management. 

� Accounts receivable. Managers forecast expected product returns 
and the proportion of customers who will not pay (high discretion).

� Inventory. Managers capitalize some costs in inventory and expense 
other costs as periodic expenses. They forecast expected demand 
in order to determine future sales prices and whether a write-down is 

necessary (high discretion).

� Other current assets. This account is typically a catch all category 

Accruals – judgments and management discretion

� Other current assets. This account is typically a catch all category 

for capitalized costs (high discretion).

� Property, plant, and equipment (PP&E). Managers capitalize a 
multitudeof costs and depreciate them in arbitrary ways. Managers 
must also forecast future demand to determine whether an 
impairment has occurred (high discretion).

� Accounts or interest payable. These accounts are amounts owed in 
dollars to suppliers or debtors (low discretion).

� Long-term debt. Value is based on the amount received at issuance 
of long- term debt, and the premium or discount is amortized under 

specific rules (low discretion).



Earnings management



Earnings quality measurements

� Conservatism Index (C-score) - Scores the degree of application of 

conservative accounting by firms. 

� The C-score measures the effect of the application of conservative

accounting on the balance sheet by the level of estimatedaccounting on the balance sheet by the level of estimated

reserves, ER, that are created by the conservatism, relative to net

operating assets.

� A complete C-score calculates hidden reserves created by all

operating items in the balance sheet -- including bad-debt

allowances, depreciation allowances, valuation allowances, deferred

revenue, pension liabilities and other estimated liabilities.



Earnings Quality Assessments

Development of a uniform definition and a consistent

model to measure earnings quality.

Proposals an Earnings Quality Assessment (EQA) model.Proposals an Earnings Quality Assessment (EQA) model.

The EQA recognizes many of the fragilities of IFRS, and takes

into account factors that are expected to affect future

earnings but that are not explicitly disclosed in the financial

statements.



Enron/World com

In 2001, Fortunemagazine’s Bethany McLean broke the In 2001, Fortunemagazine’s Bethany McLean broke the 

Enron scandal when she found “erratic cash flow,” despite 

the company’s supposedly strong earnings.
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In conclusion…


